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INTRODUCTION
Coverage closure is a key step in any IP design 
verification project. Code coverage is a much-
needed metric in most modern-day IP designs. It 
helps teams to ensure that all RTL code written is 
indeed exercised and verified prior to tape-out. 
Without such a guarantee, a semiconductor design 
house may well be risking millions of dollars in a 
potential bug-escape to silicon. As the process of 
code coverage is well automated, it is widely used  
in the industry.

One of the challenges in coverage closure is the 
time taken to get to 100% with potential waivers/
exclusions. Traditionally, teams have deployed a 
battery of RTL designers to review each and every 
uncovered item to ensure it is indeed a genuine 
hole and can be safely excluded. This process is 
expensive, time-consuming and is prone to human 
errors. 

Formal Verification can help in such scenarios to 
automate the bulk of this exclusion flow.

In this article, the authors share their experience of 
using Questa CoverCheck in various IP verification 
projects along with results.

TYPICAL COVERAGE-DRIVEN 
VERIFICATION FLOW 
Code coverage is measured in a simulator such as 
QuestaSim by running the RTL design, testbench 
(typically in UVM) and a bunch of tests. The resulting 
coverage is stored in a DB such as the UCDB (Unified 
Coverage DataBase). Users then analyze the resultant 
coverage across multiple runs until it reaches 100%. 
Figure 1 shows a typical flow.

HURDLES TO 100% COVERAGE 
Code coverage is typically measured by simulators 
in a step-by-step flow. The first step is referred to 
as instrumentation and the second is coverage 
collection. Both of these steps are fully automated 
in modern day tools such as QuestaSim. Certain 
design styles and structures present natural hurdles 
to 100% code coverage as seen by typical extraction/
instrumentation done by simulators. Let’s look at a 
few sample code snippets:

1. Tie-Off

In the above case, toggle coverage cannot be met for 
0 → 1 and 1 → 0

2. Constant Bits
Consider the code snippet from a serial peripheral IP
in Figure 2 on the following page.
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Figure 1: Typical Coverage Flow

 assign alw_high = 1’b1;
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From the procedural assignments made to signal 
intr_st_reg_d in the above code snippet, it is clear 
that bit position 11 is always 1’b1. This would mean 
that toggle coverage for that bit will never be hit/
covered.     

DO FILE BASED COVERAGE EXCLUSION
The Questa Simulator provides a handy TCL  
interface to capture exclusion specifications via 
DO file. We will look at few samples below. Later 
on we will share how an automated flow can create 
such exclusion spec from a formal verification app 
directly. The exact syntax of these TCL commands 
are well documented in tool manuals and is beyond 
scope of this paper. It is important to recognize that 
writing exlcusions is a time consuming process and 
is often done by the verification engineers after due 
consultation with RTL designer.

STATEMENT EXCLUSION

CONDITION EXCLUSION

TOGGLE EXCLUSION 
Below are the exclusion 
commands needed 
for the “Constant bits” 
scenario. 

QUESTA 
COVERCHECK FLOW
In a conventional simulation-only flow, verification 
engineers spend time manually analyzing the 
coverage holes and discussing with RTL designers 
why some metrics are not 100%. While many  of the 
holes usually point to missing test scenarios in the 
early stages of the project, as the tests increase in 
count and the design matures, the holes tend to be 
persistent and are more inherent from the design 
styles than due to lack of stimuli.

Given the parameterized nature of IPs at the RTL 
abstraction level, it is common for the code to have 
some unreachable portions under different modes 
(such as I2C standard mode: 100 kbit/s, full speed: 
400 kbit/s, fast mode: 1 mbit/s, high speed: 3,2 
Mbit/s). 

Manual creation of DO files for exclusion presents 
two significant challenges: 

• Takes quality time to analyze which of the holes
are persistent and can be waived-off

• DO file syntax learning curve, maintenance

Formal tools come in very handy to identify such 
persistent holes automatically and extract a set 
of qualified exclusions on a given RTL. Questa 
CoverCheck is a formal app on top of Questa  
Formal engines. 

Figure 2: Serial/Peripheral/IP Code Snippet

coverage exclude -scope 
{/hvmac/gv_in_tx[0]/i_prim_al_sender/u_decode_ack/gen_sync} 
-linerange 132 -item s 1 -reason "EU"

coverage exclude -scope  
      {/hvmac/gv_in_tx[0 } 
-togglenode {hw2csr.pkt_ 

err_code.d[12]}  
-trans 01  -reason "EU"

coverage exclude -scope
      {/hvmac/gv_in_tx[0 }  
-togglenode {hw2csr.pkt_ 

err_code.d[12]}  
-trans 10  -reason "EU"

coverage exclude -scope  
{/hvmac/gv_in_tx[0]/i_prim_al_sender/u_decode_ack/gen_sync} 
-feccondrow 121 3 -item 1 -reason "EU"
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There are two prominent flows in which Questa 
CoverCheck can be deployed:

• RTL alone – typically early in the design cycle
• RTL + TB + Tests – typically later part of the 

design cycle

COMPLEXITY OF IPS USED  
IN THIS CASE STUDY 
We ran Questa CoverCheck on various mid-size 
IPs such as HvMaC, AdvES, UART, etc. In the table 
below are some of the metrics that we captured  
for each IP.

We deployed Questa CoverCheck up front,  
without a testbench, to extract persistent holes. 

 
QUESTA COVERCHECK 
VISUALIZATION OF  
COVERAGE GOALS 
Once Questa Formal compiles the design and 
associated constraints, and presents a handy GUI 
to visualize the holes. Below is a snapshot of the 
Questa Verify GUI on one of the IPs.

Specifically the FSM viewer is very useful for RTL 
designers to visualize their FSM as a bubble diagram 

and understand why 
some transitions are 
irrelevant and can be 
excluded right away – 
even before any single 
test is run on the RTL.

Figure 4: Questa Verify GUI

Figure 3: Questa CoverCheck Flows

IP NUMBER OF 
RTL FILES

ACTUAL 
LINES-OF-

CODE

COVERAGE 
GOALS/

TARGETS

NUMBER OF 
UVM TESTS

NUMBER  
OF SEEDS

HvMaC 9 2700 30,387 11 20

AdvES 21 4422 45,491 6 50

UART 7 2200 9372 15 10
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THE VALUE OF AUTOMATIC  
COVERAGE EXCLUSION 
As noted earlier, manually creating an exclusion file 
is a tedious and error-prone task. To appreciate the 
value of a formal approach to this problem, let’s look 
at the coverage state space for one of the IPs. Below 
are the results for an HvMaC IP.

In this IP, Toggle and Condition coverage exclusions 
were high in number. In general this trend is seen 
across IPs as the toggle coverage space explodes 
with wider bus widths and complex logic inherently 
involves multiple conditions/branches in RTL. 

The table below summarizes the total exclusions 
found on various IPs:

ECONOMICS OF MANUAL 
COVERAGE EXCLUSION 
To further highlight the value of formal in a 
simulation-centric flow, let’s take a look at the 
economics of manual exclusions in HvMaC IP. In a 
flow without involving Formal verification, the above 
6853 UNR (UNReachables) need to be manually 
identified by the RTL designers. In typical IP teams, 
there are fewer designers and they are usually loaded 
with multiple IP related tasks. Hence spending 

their time on these sure-fire-unreachables is a great 
misallocation of the resources from a management 
perspective. Instead, by deploying a FV app such as 
Questa CoverCheck, teams can identify these UNR-s 
automatically. 

Also, by definition if FV identifies some code as 
unreachable, there is no way to exercise that code. 

In other words, FV is correct-by-design. 
Doing a bit of management-level 
analysis on potential time spent on this 
task, assume that an RTL designer needs 
2 minutes per exclusion. For this HvMaC 
IP the would take:

6853 * 2 = 13706 minutes → 228 hours! 

Being more pragmatic, there are buses 
of multi-bits and symmetry in the code, 
so the time could be much less. Even if 
we say it is one-fourth of the above, that 
would be approximately 18 days. So 

using FV in CoverCheck, an IP verification team can 
easily save 2-3 weeks of RTL designers’ time during 
the coverage closure process.

 
AUTOMATING COVERAGE 
EXCLUSION GENERATION 

With Formal technology, analyzing 
unreachable code is fully automated. 
Questa CoverCheck can then generate 
an exclusion file for QuestaSim via  
built-in commands such as shown above  
on the opposite page. 

The table below quantifies the  
generated DO files for individual IPs.

Figure 5: CoverCheck Exclusion Summary

IP ACTUAL 
LINES-OF-

CODE

COVERAGE 
GOALS/

TARGETS

TOTAL 
EXCLUSIONS

% OF GOALS 
EXCLUDED

HvMaC 2700 30,387 7011 23.10%

AdvES 4422 45,491 5889 12.92%

UART 2200 9372 841 8.9%

IP NUMBER OF LINES IN 
EXCLUSIONS DO FILE

HvMaC 7346

AdvES 6136

UART 1029
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CONCLUSION 
Code coverage is a key metric in design verification 
closure. With reusable IPs, number of unreachable 
lines in RTL can be significant. With formal tools 
such as Questa CoverCheck, generating exclusions 
for such UNR code is fully automated. With real-
life IP based testcases, we shared the quantitative 
savings obtained using CoverCheck app.

Figure 6: Questa CoverCheck Exclusion File




